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Abstract
This article considers the praxis and representation of military actions by French naval
forces in the Pacific, exemplified in the interplay of agency and affect during three
precolonial expeditions before 1850. I problematize the timing, motivations and goals
of violent imperial retaliation to perceived Indigenous transgressions and disentangle
the varied ontologies of justice, morality or efficacy that stimulated protagonists.
Refusing simplistic binaries (us-them, European-Indigenous, White-Black, aggressorvictim, resistance-collaboration), I probe the multi-strandedness of encounters, the
ambivalent emotions involved, and the situational effectiveness or vulnerability of
imperial and Indigenous actions, expectations and alignments.
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This article addresses the praxis and representation of military operations (expéditions)
conducted by French naval forces against Pacific Islanders in legally ambiguous
precolonial settings before 1850.1 From the late 1820s, naval expeditions or their threat
became intermittent tactics in emergent French imperial strategies to police, chastise or
dominate Pacific Islanders. Almost invariably despatched in reaction to actual or
reputed Indigenous violence against Frenchmen, such actions usually drew on local
guides or allies. Three exemplary episodes typify the range of operations known to me
empirically as an historian of New Caledonia and scientific voyages in Oceania. Two
occurred in Tongatapu (Tonga) in 1827 and Viwa (Fiji) in 1838 during voyages of
exploration—also expéditions—led by Dumont d’Urville.2 The third was during a
naval campagne (campaign) in far northern New Caledonia in 1850, before the island’s
annexation by France in 1853. Rejecting simplistic binaries (us-them, EuropeanIndigenous, White-Black, aggressor-victim, resistance-collaboration), I probe the
multi-strandedness of such encounters, focussing on ambiguities of affect and agency—
ambivalent emotions and the situational effectiveness or vulnerability of imperial and
Indigenous actions, expectations and alignments.3

Terms and Usages
In the 1980s and 1990s, I sometimes used the phrase “punitive expedition”—the theme
of this collection—to describe French armed incursions into uncontrolled territory in
New Caledonia during the three decades after annexation in 1853, always in reflex
reaction to Indigenous Kanak violence.4 In Chris Ballard’s formal etymology, my
usage was anachronistic because it was applied to “antecedents or analogues such as
‘reprisals’ or ‘chastisements,’ and acts of ‘gunboat diplomacy.’”5 While expédition is
the routine colonial label for these and equivalent French actions in New Caledonia,
their expressed goal was châtier (to chastise) and rarely punir (to punish). The verb
châtier and its substantive châtiment were applied to an expédition in July 1856 against
Kanak accused of killing and eating six French prospectors. A naval officer lamented
that weak “means” initially “condemned” him to “inaction,” adding: “if one decides to
chastise, the chastisement must be complete and leave a long memory.” The expedition
followed the arrival of reinforcements.

A missionary called it “exemplary

chastisement” for a “horrible scene of cannibalism” but noted the soldiers’ inability to
inflict “true carnage” when supposed culprits fled to “inaccessible retreats” in “their
mountains where they run and climb like chamois.” He acknowledged, as did a settler
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participant, the key contribution of “our indigenous allies” who destroyed houses and
gardens and consumed slain enemy bodies, despite French “vigilance.”6 Recourse to
animal metaphors is a standard trope in colonial expeditionary literature, rationalizing
Indigenous elusiveness and the destructive efficiency of local warriors compared to
European troops. An official report of 1858 juxtaposes châtier and expédition when an
operation by French troops and local “auxiliaries” sought to give “a lesson” to certain
inland “chiefs” who had defied French “authority,” plundered the boat of an English
trader, and responded in “arrogant fashion” to a naval officer’s demands for
“satisfaction.”7

In French colonial usage, echoed in contemporary dictionaries, châtier was not
a direct synonym for punir but implied demeaning attitudes towards colonized people,
belittled as children or primitives requiring correction and improvement. In the late
eighteenth century, châtier “says less than punir” because it refers to faûtes (sins) rather
than “crimes”: “fathers chastise their children”; “Judges have offenders punished.” A
century later, punir “serves as example” and implies “expiation” while châtier connotes
“more the idea of amelioration of the chastised.” In the 1930s, the eighth edition of the
Dictionnaire de l’Académie française defines châtier paternalistically as “to inflict a
punishment [peine] intended to correct”: “It is for the father to chastise his children”;
“God chastises men”; “To chastise the rebels.”8

Both the aforementioned episodes also constituted pragmatic efforts to assert
colonial authority and allay settlers’ incipient panic. More nebulous emotional goals
include defence of national, class and racial pride and the honour of self-attributed
civilization.

Another official report of 1862 outlines the goals of an expédition

despatched after a mission station was sacked: “to strike terror”; “to protect religion
and its ministry”; “to assure the tranquility” of the region; and “to avenge the disaster”
of the ruined mission on behalf of the Christian chief, a French ally. 9 This catalogue
adds defence of religion and vengeance for attacks on missionaries or allies as further
colonial imperatives. These early colonial operations in New Caledonia were not
labelled “punitive.”

Yet each enacted Ballard’s criterion of the “fundamentally

spectacular, exemplary and tutelary deployment of violence,” always in reaction to
perceived Indigenous behaviour.10

Local agency, interpreted through a range of
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European emotional filters, typically provoked or motivated similar imperial or colonial
military expeditions throughout Oceania, including Australia.

The three naval expeditions which are my primary concern predated formal
colonial rule. Like their colonial successors, none was explicitly designated punitive.
The adjective punitif has limited presence in French dictionaries before 1877 when it is
defined as: “Which has the nature of punishment.”11 It is absent from the Dictionnaire
de l’Académie française before the ongoing ninth edition which gives the definition:
“Of which the goal is to punish.” The phrase Expédition punitive appears only in very
recent French dictionaries as a twentieth-century derivation from English, defined as
“conducted for purposes of retaliation” and “Armed operation executed with a goal of
reprisals, of vengeance.”12 I therefore focus my inquiry on expéditions and aim to
unravel any implied punitive intent.

Tongatapu, April–May 1827
Dumont d’Urville’s self-styled glorieuse expédition of 1826–29 on l’Astrolabe was the
fourth French naval voyage to the Pacific Ocean after the Restoration of 1815 when
France, defeated in Europe, had lost or relinquished much of its Atlantic colonial
empire.13 The goal of restoring national prestige and imperial potential by renewed
involvement in strategic scientific voyaging is explained in a report requesting royal
approval for this “new voyage of discovery.” It should further the “interest of the
sciences and navigation” by detailed exploration of neglected places.
investigate rumours of traces of La Pérouse’s vessels, lost since 1788.

It should
But the

“principal object” is imperial: to seek harbours for fleets “during a maritime war,”
particularly in New Zealand where opportunity apparently existed for “cession of a vast
territory.”14
In an unpublished report and his official voyage narrative, Dumont d’Urville
recounted how he prepared to leave Tongatapu (Figure 1) on 13 May 1827 after a threeweek visit approached in expectation of “pleasure and abundance.” Yet it began in
terror, vividly evoked by the shipboard artist Sainson (Figure 2). For five days, the
crew fought to save the ship from disaster on the island’s northern reefs while crowds
of physically intimidating Tongans—“tall, well built and well proportioned”—traded
local produce at inflated prices and waited “like a flock of vultures” to plunder the
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anticipated wreck. With the vessel safely anchored off the small island of Pangaimotu,
Dumont d’Urville praised the “good dispositions” of the “very peaceable” Islanders
over the next fortnight. Charmed by their “agreeable” physiognomies, “comparable”
to those seen in Europe, he described them as “generous, obliging, hospitable.”15

Figure 1: Chassant, engraving, after Edouard Pâris, “Plan de l’île Tonga-Tabou … 1827,” in Jules
Dumont d'Urville, Voyage … pendant les années 1826-1827-1828-1829 … Atlas [hydrographique]
(Paris: J. Tastu, 1833), plate 22, annotated B. Douglas, National Library of Australia.
http://www.nla.gov.au/apps/cdview/?pi=nla.map-ra113-s50-v

Figure 2: Achille St Aulaire, lithograph, after Louis-Auguste de Sainson, “La corvette l’Astrolabe en
perdition sur des récifs (Tonga-Tabou)” [The corvette Astrolabe in distress on the reefs], in Dumont
d'Urville, Voyage … pendant les années 1826-1827-1828-1829 ... Atlas historique (Paris: J. Tastu,
1833), plate 67, National Library of Australia. http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-an8177175

Shortly before leaving, Dumont d’Urville was warned by a resident English
missionary, John Thomas, that several crew members were plotting desertion, probably
in collusion with rival chiefs who sought “to attach Europeans to their service.”16 This
potentially “critical” situation, “amid so numerous and enterprising a populace,” with a
crew on whom he could “little count,” spurred the captain to advance the departure day.
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But as the ship prepared to sail, a small boat was suddenly attacked off Pangaimotu, its
crew and equipment seized by “a compact mass of savages” estimated at more than 500
strong. Sainson captured visually the drama of this unexpected violent conduct (Figure
3). It provoked Dumont d’Urville to invert his earlier narrative tropes and bitterly
denounce Tongans as “barbarians” and “savages”: “versatile,” “treacherous,”
“insolent,” “audacious,” “covetous” and “above all profoundly hypocritical.”17
Knowing of “no motive” for the attack, the surgeon-naturalist Gaimard attributed it to
a chief’s “desire” to attract Europeans to his service, emulating a rival who had several
English dependants.18

Figure 3: Jacques Arago, lithograph, after Sainson, “Enlèvement du canot de l’Astrolabe par les
naturels de Tonga-Tabou (Isle des Amis)” [Seizure of the Astrolabe’s boat by the natives of Tongatapu
(Friendly Islands)], in Dumont d'Urville, Atlas historique, plate 87, National Library of Australia, PIC
Volume 577 #U1796 NK3340.

In desperate response, Dumont d’Urville sent the ship’s large boat with twentythree well-armed men to resist the attackers and try to rescue the prisoners. Forced to
wade in waist-deep water and unable to aim accurately at agile, mobile enemies, the
detachment was ordered to burn houses on the adjacent small islands as the “only
means” to “intimidate” the Islanders into seeking a truce.19 Sainson, a participant,
depicted one such incendiary moment as an exhilarating respite from the dangers of
actual combat (Figure 4). Later, “judging it necessary to strike new blows without delay
to bring the natives to terms,” Dumont d’Urville despatched a nouvelle expédition (new
expedition) to Tongatapu itself, ordered to “burn every house” and “fire on all the
savages who showed themselves hostile” while “respecting” women, children, and men
who made “no resistance.” He aimed, paradoxically, to prove that the French only
wanted peace and the prisoners’ return. He judged initially that “this expedition was
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conducted with much order and intelligence.” Two villages of about thirty houses each
were burned, along with isolated dwellings and “five or six fine canoes.” “Thick
columns of smoke,” he exulted, “announced to the natives the rapid effects of our
vengeance.”20

Figure 4: Hippolyte Vanderburch, lithograph, after Sainson, “Incendie des cabanes du chef Tahofa, sur
l’île Onéata (Tonga-Tabou)” [Burning of the huts of the chief Tahofa, on ‘Oneata Island], in Dumont
d'Urville, Atlas historique, plate 91, National Library of Australia, PIC Volume 577 #U1800 NK3340.

Yet the rest of Dumont d’Urville’s story belies triumphalism. Numerous
Islanders congregated around the ritual centre of Ma’ufanga and fired heavily on the
approaching French detachment. After a corporal was mortally wounded, the captain
“decided very wisely that it was high time to retreat.” Sainson sketched the dying man
being lifted into the boat (Figure 5). Another man was wounded, while the French later
learned that “two or three natives had been killed” and several gravely injured. Dumont
d’Urville concluded glumly that he must abandon shore operations or risk losing all his
men without inflicting “noticeable harm” on “thousands” of Islanders ensconced in
“impenetrable undergrowth:” “the death of a hundred of these treacherous natives could
not balance in my eyes and in the interests of the Expedition, the loss of a single
Frenchman.” Echoing the dual contemporary meanings of expédition, he rationalized:
“I must not forget that the goal of the expedition was scientific and not military.”21
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Figure 5: Joseph-Louis Leborne, lithograph, after Sainson, “Combat entre le grand canot de l’Astrolabe
& les naturels (Tonga-Tabou)” [Combat between the Astrolabe’s large boat & the natives], in Dumont
d'Urville, Atlas historique, plate 92, National Library of Australia, PIC Volume 577 #U1801 NK3340.

Dumont d’Urville’s final tactic was to bombard Ma’ufanga and “threaten its
complete ruin” (Figure 6). Ship’s guns were usually the most effective weapon in the
imperial or colonial armoury before breechloading rifles became readily available in
the 1860s, given the extreme vulnerability of small, vastly outnumbered shore parties
armed with inefficient muskets.22 But in this case, the Islanders had so well fortified
the settlement with sand ramparts, ditches and tree trunks that the cannonade “did little
harm.” After two days, with the ship again at risk of running aground, Dumont
d’Urville was preparing to abandon the operation and the captives when the Tongans
themselves requested peace. He agreed on condition that they return the prisoners.
They did so but, as Dumont d’Urville departed “this deadly island,” he was forced to
leave behind two French deserters, several firearms, and all the captured materials.23

Figure 6: St Aulaire, lithograph, after Sainson, “La corvette l’Astrolabe embossée devant le village de
Masanga (Tonga-Tabou)” [The corvette Astrolabe installed before the village of Masanga], in Dumont
d'Urville, Atlas historique, plate 93, National Library of Australia. http://nla.gov.au/nla.pic-an8264617
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As in much literature on imperial or colonial violence,24 Dumont d’Urville’s
standard, self-serving rhetorical ploys are regularly undermined: by unintended
existential undercurrents intimating great emotional stress; and by the inadvertent
admission that the French were consistently forced to react to Indigenous initiatives.
The reiterated “punitive” trope is “vengeance,” with a strong defensive component.25
However, the patent futility and dangers of the military action available to Dumont
d’Urville quickly contracted his options to the critical need to negotiate “restitution” of
the prisoners, to preserve his glorious expedition from the “indelible stain” of having
left their compatriots “at the discretion of savage peoples.”26 Justifying publicly the
equivocal outcome of his operations, he retrospectively constructed “these savages” as
formidable enemies, admiring their “remarkable obstinacy” in keeping their captives
and “extraordinary courage” in the face of the French bombardment. Yet his race pride
coalesced ambivalently with class prejudice to foreground European agency over
Indigenous: the negative instrumentality of “bad” crew members over that of Tongan
chiefs who “were not the most guilty.” Most of the captured men were complicit in
desertion while the instigator Charles Simonet was “the principal cause of our recent
misfortunes.” A seaman renowned for “skill in the use of firearms,” Simonet was
Dumont d’Urville’s favoured companion on shore excursions and an attractive target
for Indigenous recruitment. In contrast, the main Tongan protagonist had merely
responded to the opportunity to gain “possession of men who had… given themselves
to him.”27

In any human clash, the moral question of justice or injustice is perspectival and
ontological. Here, it was problematized by Dumont d’Urville’s ethnocentric musings
about relative culpability. While chiefly rivalries were evident to the French and
contributed to the Tongan assault, this conflict did not involve Indigenous allies of
imperial forces, unlike my other case studies. The Europeans, even less homogeneous
than Tongans, cleaved sharply along class and national lines: French deserters who
fought with Tongans; ambivalent potential deserters; resident English beachcombers,
dependants of a particular chief, who temporarily served the French as interpreters and
intermediaries; and the English Protestant missionary torn between placating his hosts,
protecting his flock and aiding an arrogant national rival. Like all violent encounters,
this was multi-stranded, ambiguous, and emotion-saturated.
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Viwa, Fiji, October 1838
My first and third cases involved rapid retaliation by the immediate objects of
Indigenous violence. However, nineteenth-century logistics could delay imperial or
colonial responses. Dumont d’Urville’s expédition militaire in Fiji in 1838, in the
course of his expédition nouvelle of 1837–40 in consort with la Zélée, would exact
“vengeance in the name of France, if a little late,” for a “massacre” committed in 1834.28
An altered imperial environment framed the “new expedition.” France began
to acquire its second colonial empire almost accidentally in 1830, with the invasion of
Ottoman Algiers by the floundering Restoration Bourbon monarchy, seeking to bolster
domestic support, and the opportunistic decision of the subsequent Orleanist regime to
install a permanent colony of French settlement in Algeria.29 By the late 1830s, France
was engaged in diplomatic muscle-flexing in the Pacific in the interests of French
commerce, Catholic missionaries, and colonial acquisition.30 Dumont d’Urville shared
these concerns but the “main goal” of his voyage scientifique was “science.”31 In
contrast, Du Petit-Thouars’s contemporaneous campaign on la Vénus was “not
conceived with a scientific goal.” It would “show” the national flag in places where it
had been “rarely seen,” in support of “commerce and hydrography,” and provide “help
and protection” to the embryonic French whaling industry.32

In late August 1838, Du Petit-Thouars anchored in Tahiti, charged to demand
reparations from the Protestant government of Queen Pomare IV for “insults to
France”—a series of “unbelievable outrages” against French citizens, particularly the
ejection of two Catholic missionaries. Terrorized by a threatened “state of hostility
with France,” the queen and her English missionary adviser George Pritchard quickly
agreed to French conditions, including a huge fine of 2,000 Spanish dollars.33 On 9
September, Dumont d’Urville’s squadron arrived for a week-long stay. In Valparaiso
(Chile) and Mangareva (now French Polynesia), he had heard rumours that Captain
Bureau and most of the crew of l’Aimable-Joséphine of Bordeaux, a rare French vessel
trading in the Pacific, had been “massacred” and the brig seized “near Pao island” in
Fiji.34 Du Petit-Thouars provided eyewitness “details” recorded in Honolulu by the
French consul to Manila from a “young Peruvian seaman” who had survived “the
catastrophe,” along with four of six crew members.35 This slow circulation of people
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and information around the Pacific during a globalizing but largely precolonial phase
is a recurrent theme. Since Du Petit-Thouars declined to go to Fiji—though avenging
the attack fell within his direct remit—Dumont d’Urville decided “to fulfil this
mission,” in line with his own supplementary order to protect French merchant
vessels.36
En route to Fiji, Dumont d’Urville anchored briefly in Vavaʻu (Tonga) where
he gleaned useful information on the Bureau affair and saw several acquaintances from
his previous voyage, including the Methodist missionary Thomas and the deserter
Simonet. At the behest of Thomas and the island’s chief Tāufaʻāhau, Tonga’s future
king, Dumont d’Urville agreed to remove Simonet, who was put aboard in irons. The
captain reasoned pragmatically that, though Simonet’s earlier “grave misconduct”
deserved “punishment,” his local knowledge and linguistic attainments made him a
potentially useful interpreter.37
Dumont d’Urville’s accounts of his subsequent activities in Fiji (Figure 7) again
comprise a contemporary report and his published official narrative—edited after his
death in 1842, in “faithful reproduction” of his shipboard journals, by the hydrographer
Vincendon-Dumoulin.38 In mid-October 1838, Dumont d’Urville stopped briefly at
Lakeba, in eastern Fiji, seeking a pilot and additional interpreter for his passage through
“this dangerous archipelago,” as he had in 1827.39 He was delighted that “Latchika,” a
very high-ranking Tongan from Vavaʻu introduced by the resident Methodist
missionary, agreed to accompany the expedition. Lasike had arrived in Fiji in 1833
with many followers to build canoes. He figured significantly in Fijian affairs until his
death in 1844, notably as a consistent ally of Tanoa (Figure 9), the notoriously
bloodthirsty fifth Vunivalu (warlord, political leader) of the powerful island polity of
Bau. To aid communication with Lasike, Dumont d’Urville immediately released
Simonet from irons, restored his full ration, and installed him as trusted “intermediary”
with “our savages.”40
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Figure 7: Chassant, engraving, after Clément-Adrien Vincendon-Dumoulin, “Carte de l’Archipel Viti
… Octobre 1838,” in Voyage au pôle sud et dans l'Océanie ... pendant les années 1837-1838-18391840 ... Atlas hydrographique ([Paris]: Dépôt-général de la Marine, 1847), plate 16, annotated B.
Douglas, National Library of Australia. http://nla.gov.au/nla.map-rm4047

Dumont d’Urville’s snobbery and racial bias—evident in his regional ranking
of “the Polynesians,” including Tongans, above other Oceanians—materialize in
hyperbolic admiration for “our friend” Lasike’s “so elevated” rank and dignified
demeanour: “built like Hercules,” only “slightly tanned,” with “handsome face” and
“noble gait,” he had “the look of a Turkish pasha.”41 This “very intelligent” Tongan’s
“confidence” persuaded Dumont d’Urville to accept unhesitatingly the “most positive
information” he provided about the perpetrator, location, motivation, and extent of the
attack on l’Aimable-Joséphine. According to Lasike, the “assassin was Nakalassé,
powerful and feared chief of Piva Island, dependant of the high chief of Pao”; his sole
impulse was “cupidity”; while the entire crew was “massacred” and their bodies
“roasted and eaten.” Lasike fuelled further French outrage with tales of Nakalassé’s
purported bravado and contempt for their courage. So “certain” was “his assertion”
that Dumont d’Urville discounted conflicting details provided by foreign common
seamen, including the Peruvian eyewitness and a “Chilean”—possibly the same man—
who had served under Bureau and been picked up by Dumont d’Urville in Samoa.
Anchoring off “Piva” on 16 October, Dumont d’Urville despatched Lasike and an
officer to nearby Bau (“Pao”) to explain matters to Tanoa. The Vunivalu avowed his
“attachment” to France, horror at Nakalassé’s “crime,” and approval of the French plan
but regretted his inability to “help openly” because “he feared his powerful vassal” who
had driven him “from his throne.” Accordingly, Dumont d’Urville determined that the
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next day he would deploy “sufficient forces to reduce Nakalassé and put his villages to
the torch.”42
Dumont d’Urville’s complacent conviction of his understanding of “our
savages” is belied by better-informed contemporary testimony. “Nakalassé” was
Naqarase or Namosimalua, Roko Tui (high chief) of Viwa Island (“Piva”) and supporter
of the chiefs of Bau. When most of Bau revolted against Tanoa in about 1832,
Namosimalua publicly sided with the rebels but privately enabled Tanoa to escape an
attempt on his life. The assault on l’Aimable-Joséphine was ordered from Bau but
carried out—perhaps unwillingly—by Namosimalua and his nephew Ravisa, named
Varani (“France”) to commemorate his killing of Bureau and seizure of the vessel.
Only three men died and two corpses were washed ashore, but not on Viwa. European
residents of nearby Levuka dated the attack at 19 July 1834. Some claimed that two
bodies were eaten, others that they were buried. In 1837, Lasike and his Tongans helped
Tanoa’s son Seru—Cakobau, the future “King of Fiji”—to restore Tanoa as Vunivalu,
whereupon he inflicted bloody vengeance on most of his opponents but spared
Namosimalua due to his covert help during the revolt.43
The story of the expédition militaire to Viwa is quickly told. Before dawn on
17 October 1838, a well-armed French “corps of 80 men” under lieutenant Du Bouzet
landed on the island and found it “completely abandoned.” It took “two hours at most”
to raze and loot the village, destroying “about sixty houses, several very large,” but
collecting only a “very few objects of savage industry” and a single pig. The artist
Goupil illustrated the action (Figure 8). Though this episode bore limited emotional
freight for the French, synthetic imperial bluster aside, there is relief in Dumont
d’Urville’s admission that he was “charmed to have met no resistance and not to have
been obliged to cause anyone’s death, even Nakalassé’s.”44
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Figure 8: Léon Jean Baptiste Sabatier, lithograph after Ernest Goupil, “Incendie du village de Piva (Iles
Viti)” [Burning of the village of Viwa (Fiji Islands)], in Dumont d’Urville, Voyage au pôle sud et dans
l’Océanie … pendant les années 1837-1838-1839-1840 ... Atlas pittoresque (Paris: Gide, 1846), vol. 1,
plate 82, National Library of Australia. http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-136481222

Later that day, the French landed at Bau in full military array to be formally
received by Tanoa, surrounded by local dignitaries. Tanoa was derided by Jacquinot,
commander of la Zélée, as “worn-out,” “half-stupefied” and “insensible to everything
that went on.” The junior surgeon Le Breton, later a renowned marine painter, sketched
him thus during the gathering (Figure 9). The entire populace “observed the most
religious silence” for Dumont d’Urville’s six-minute discourse explaining his actions
and its rendition by Lasike into a “veritable harangue” lasting “at least a good halfhour,” in which he apparently claimed credit for “much of the success” of the raid.
Dumont d’Urville, entranced by his “Tongan pilot,” admired his “posture, dignity, and
poise,” his “eloquence” and the good impression it evidently made.45

Figure 9: Adolphe Jean-Baptiste Bayot, lithograph, after Louis Le Breton, “Tanoa, Abouni-valou, roi
de Pao (Iles Viti)” [Tanoa, Vunivalu, king of Bau (Fiji Islands)], in Dumont d’Urville, Atlas
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pittoresque, vol. 1, plate 85, Wikimedia Commons.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Category:Louis_Le_Breton#/media/File:Atlas_pittoresque_pl_08
5.jpg

The ambiguous, entangled agencies in play during this episode left suggestive
traces in French and other texts. I suggest that Dumont d’Urville’s threatening presence
in Fiji was managed by local leaders to make him an unwitting pawn in chiefly
politics.46 His knowledge and his words heard by Fijians were end products of a twoway translation process by interpreters with their own agendas. Jacquinot described
the chain of transmission in action at Bau: Simonet “served as interpreter to transmit in
Tongan” the captain’s words to Lasike who “translated them into Fijian.” Dumont
d’Urville repeatedly acknowledged Simonet’s services and put the sailor “beside” him
as translator in Bau. Given his clear understanding that Tongan and Fijian kava rituals
expressed an “order of precedence,” it is remarkable that Dumont d’Urville
squeamishly allowed Simonet to drink his serving of kava “in my stead and place.”
What this implied locally about the French chain of command can only be imagined.47
The interplay of arrogant French gullibility with strategic Indigenous diplomacy is a
subtext in Le Breton’s lithographed drawing of the Bau reception (Figure 10).

Figure 10: Bayot, lithograph, after Le Breton, “Réception des Français à Pao” [Reception of the French
at Bau], in Dumont d’Urville, Atlas pittoresque, vol. 1, plate 83, National Library of Australia.
http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-136481388

In the expedition’s aftermath, Dumont d’Urville took literally Lasike’s and
Tanoa’s lurid assurance that Namosimalua and his followers would henceforth be “lost
men,” “fugitives” destined to be “hunted, caught, then roasted and devoured” by their
enemies.48 Not only did this dire prognosis not eventuate but a warning from Bau
probably enabled the residents of Viwa to take refuge, saving their portable possessions
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and valuables from the impending raid. Though Namosimalua doubtless lost face from
his island’s unopposed destruction, it was quickly resettled and rebuilt and his
ambivalent relationships with the Bau chiefs restored. Yet, in an impact wholly
unforseen by Dumont d’Urville, the setback damaged Namosimalua’s “confidence in
the gods of Feejee,” who had failed to protect the land. Within six months, he had
declared himself a Christian and built a large chapel on Viwa. If Namosimalua’s
Christian commitment always remained “nominal” in Methodist eyes, they had no
doubts about his nephew Varani, Bureau’s killer, who in 1845 was the first Fijian chief
to accept baptism. By the Christian teleology through which most Fijians now construe
their history, Dumont d’Urville’s military expedition is recast as a minor providential
trigger of the transformation from darkness to light.49
In Dumont d’Urville’s national teleology, the “honour of our flag” and the
“security of our commerce” demanded “shattering vengeance” in order “to chastise”
Namosimalua’s “atrocious betrayal” of Bureau and the “arrogance” and “insolence” of
his “provocations against the French nation.” Dumont d’Urville’s admonition to Tanoa
that “punishment might sometimes be delayed, because of distances, but would always
be infallible” actualizes an unproblematic, linear conception of racial justice. This
imperialist bombast was nonetheless complicated by classbound primitivism, expressed
in his retrospective conviction that “the cruelty and bad faith” of “these savages” was
usually directed against Europeans in reflex “revenge” for the “odious crimes” of
dissolute seamen (like Simonet) or unscrupulous merchant captains (like Bureau whose
“very culpable conduct” Dumont d’Urville condemned, since he had traded promises
of a cargo for arms and transport supplied to Namosimalua for use in local conflicts).50

New Caledonia, December 1850
My final case involves immediate “reprisals” for Indigenous violence against French
naval personnel in New Caledonia (Figure 11a).51 Unlike the others, it entailed
considerable loss of European and Kanak lives.

By 1850, the imposition of

protectorates in the Marquesas and Tahiti had begun to realize France’s Pacific colonial
aspirations, in reaction to British advance in Australia and New Zealand.52 With the
heroic era of maritime exploration under sail effectively over, campagne replaced
expédition as label of choice for discrete naval voyages. The first French dictionary
reference to campagne in the non-martial sense of voyage sur mer (sea voyage) is in
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1873 but it has vanished from the latest edition of the Dictionnaire de l’Académie
française. In English, this “transferred” sense of “campaign” is obsolete.53

Figure 11a: Georges Erhard Schièble, engraving after A. Marchand, Carte de la Nouvelle Calédonie et
de ses dépendances (Paris: Monrocq, 1870), Bibliothèque nationale de
France. http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb406344006

Most of the Pacific “campaign” of l’Alcmène from 1848 to 1851, latterly
commanded by Harcourt, comprised mundane duties with the French Pacific station in
the Marquesas and Tahiti. Awaiting orders to return to France, the crew learned “with
pleasure” that the “monotony” of this work would be broken by a tour of French
missions now scattered across the Pacific from Mangareva to New Caledonia.54 Since
most contemporary documentation of l’Alcmène’s voyage was lost in a shipwreck, the
only significant extant account is a published memoir by the vessel’s clerk Bérard. He
claimed to write as “historian” of “the facts” but generically his work is less sober report
than stirring first person adventure tale. Harcourt thought him “as suited for arms as
for office work.”55

From the late 1830s, the needs or treatment of Catholic missionaries often
justified French imperial activities in the Pacific—notwithstanding anticlerical
governments in Paris after 1830. Du Petit-Thouars’s intervention in Tahiti in 1838 was
a dramatic first example but the transport, supply and military support of missions
became regular naval duties when resources permitted.56 In Tonga and Fiji, a few
English Methodist missionaries populated the shadowy background to Dumont
d’Urville’s expeditions.

However, French Catholic missionaries and their local

followers were prominent agents in l’Alcmène’s New Caledonian “campaign.”57
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Members of the Société de Marie or Marists, they were installed by a naval vessel at
Balade, in the northeast, in late 1843. Four years later, hostile Kanak killed a lay
brother, destroyed and looted the Balade establishment and beseiged a neighbouring
mission. This dire situation was relieved by la Brillante, captained by Du Bouzet,
commander of the Viwa expedition in 1838. The mission party and their property were
evacuated to the ship by an “imposing force” of eighty-four well-armed men but several
were seriously wounded and a warrior died when Kanak attacked the detachment “with
fury and tenacity.” Subsequently, Du Bouzet led an expédition of seventy-five men to
inflict “chastisement” on the inhabitants of Balade for their “treacherous” and “cruel”
conduct. Thwarted by a familiar tactic when they took to the hills, he ordered the
destruction of buildings, canoes, trees and gardens, to prove to “these savages” that they
could not “injure us” with impunity.58 It was, in Bérard’s retrospective opinion, an
“expedition without profit.”59

The Marists regained a foothold at the Ile des Pins in southern New Caledonia
in 1848. When l’Alcmène arrived in 1850, the crew assumed their work “would be
limited to transporting the fathers to Balade.” But on 28 September, Harcourt informed
them that their “true mission” was “to explore New Caledonia,” still “so little known.”
Bérard’s portentous task was “to examine” the country’s “present resources and those
it might provide under European direction.”60 Since 1840, foiled by British annexation
of New Zealand, France had periodically contemplated similar action in New
Caledonia.

The tricolour flew over the Balade mission for three years but was

withdrawn because its “permanent protection” could not be guaranteed. Glowing naval
assessments of the island’s military and commercial potential helped revive the colonial
agenda.61

It was further stimulated by more proactive foreign policy after the

Revolution of 1848 and installation of a new Napoleonic regime, the pressing need for
a penal colony site, and increasing Royal Navy activity in the area. That agenda
produced Harcourt’s secret instructions to examine the island systematically.62

After two months’ hydrographic survey in the south and along the east coast of
the Grande Terre (mainland), l’Alcmène reached Balade in late November 1850. Bérard
and Paul Devarenne, a junior officer, were immediately briefed for a “combined
expedition” (an enterprise within a “perilous campaign”). Bérard would traverse New
Caledonia’s northern extremity by land, evaluating resources and population size.
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Devarenne would chart the reefs and islands beyond, seeking a navigable passage to
the west coast which the captain promised would bear his name (Figure 11b). The
recent shift from epic to routine naval activity in the Pacific is movingly apparent in the
young man’s elation at his “good fortune” that “in full nineteenth century” he would
“attach his name to a discovery.” Fired by the “prospect of glory,” he sailed on his
“little expedition” with a midshipman, a crew of twelve, plus an English pilot and “one
of his Caledonians” from nearby Hienghène. Jean Taragnat, a linguistically gifted lay
brother who had served in the Balade mission and joined l’Alcmène as interpreter,
recruited two guides for Bérard from the mission’s young erstwhile followers. They
directed his “excursion” to the appointed rendezvous with Devarenne. There, he waited
in vain before returning to Balade on foot.63

Figure 11b: Northern New Caledonia, in Georges Erhard Schièble, engraving after A. Marchand, Carte
de la Nouvelle Calédonie et de ses dépendances (Paris: Monrocq, 1870), detail, Bibliothèque nationale
de France. http://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb406344006

Bérard’s tense account tells of growing apprehension when Devarenne’s party
did not reappear; the spread of “sinister rumours”; the grim vision of a “clever sorcerer”
that the boat had been attacked in islands north of the Grande Terre and the “whites”
killed; the “expedition” sent to get “news,” joined by Bérard, Taragnat and a Balade
man who had lived in the northern archipelago and would be Taragnat’s “intermediary”
there; and the horror of learning that twelve of the sixteen had been slain on the island
of Yengheban and their bodies eaten. The others—three Frenchmen and the boy from
Hienghène—were spared. Stripped, in local dress, but treated “kindly” and their
wounds treated, the Europeans remained in loose captivity for ten days until Taragnat
negotiated their release. He heard belatedly that “the Canak” had opted to stay.64
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In circumstantial detail, the survivors’ account resonates with Indigenous
testimony later told to a long resident missionary. The mariners landed on Yengheban,
where the inhabitants had been “affable,” to brew their morning coffee. But in a
“terrible moment,” they were assailed while re-embarking and quickly overcome. The
survivors counted twelve bodies aligned on the beach, their stomachs cut “open,” “their
entrails floating near the shore,” their remains consumed in a “horrible feast.”65 The
Indigenous history outlines the stratagem adopted, a variant on preferred local tactics
of ruse, surprise or ambush.66 The leader Dindi, a powerful priest and sorcerer depicted
in an 1880 engraving (Figure 12), approached the French “with an indifferent air.” His
followers each stood beside a chosen target as if “to continue the exchanges” begun the
previous evening. As Dindi felled a “robust man” he took to be the chief, so they struck
their unsuspecting victims, allowing no chance to use their arms. In a typical Kanak
strategy to bolster group strength, the survivors were adopted by local men as their
“children.”67

Figure 12: Auguste Marminia, “Coiffure des anciens [Dindi]” [Headwear of the elders], in “NouvelleCalédonie: divers genres de coiffures,” engraving, in Album des missions catholiques, vol. 4, Océanie
et Amérique (Paris and Lille: Société de Saint-Augustin, 1888 [1880]), 48, figure 1, National Library of
Australia, F 266.2 SOC

Colonial texts unanimously attribute this attack to the “insatiable avidity” and
“excessive ferocity” of insular “pirates,” an interpretation fostered by local enemies on
the Grande Terre whom they regularly raided.68 The Indigenous history suggests more
nuanced incentives and careful preparation. The attack was materially and politically
motivated: the strangers were killed “‘so their riches might become ours and so they do
not take them, together with their arms, amongst our Koumac enemies.’” Rituals were
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performed to seek favourable omens and render the warriors invulnerable, the victims
unsuspecting and their arms “powerless.” The Nenema, who performed the deed,
shared the bodies with their allies the Belema of Belep and the attackers’ clan sacrificed
the heart of the “stranger chief.”69
Loss of their comrades provoked powerful French emotions: “burning with
desire” to force the inhabitants of “this bloody land” to pay “the price for their heinous
crime,” they cried “avenge ourselves!”

Harcourt decided personally to lead an

expédition (in the “punitive” sense) to force the Nenema and Belep Islanders to acquit
their “debt of blood.”70 There followed an exhausting nine-day quest to inflict “a
terrible vengeance,” enthusiastically joined by “six auxiliaries from Balade” and the
“indefatigable” Marist Taragnat. It began well. An initial operation allegedly killed
twenty-four “brigands” in two hours, wounded “doubtless” many more, burned three
villages and destroyed half a dozen canoes. But the Islanders changed tactics to avoid
confrontation with a stronger enemy and the expedition petered out in material
destruction, leaving unsatiated the French lust for revenge and “justice.” The surgeon
Proust confirmed that “after the first encounter they evaded all our pursuits.”71

Bérard prognosticated that the Nenema were henceforth doomed to an errant
existence, “without shelter and without resources, exposed to inevitable death” at the
hands of “their mortal enemies”—the inhabitants of Arama, northwest of Balade, and
Koumac, on the opposite coast, who “said they were our friends” and swore
commitment to “completing the ruin of our common enemies.”72 This dismal forecast
was as inaccurate as Dumont d’Urville’s in Fiji, for the similar reason that Europeans
little grasped the complexity of Indigenous spatio-political relations. Bérard registered
a dim impression of “the agglomeration of the savages, in tribes,” construed as small,
timeless, and divided by “incessant hostilities.”73 However, Kanak did not formalize
autonomous territorial entities—“tribes”—but interacted through fluctuating local and
regularized translocal linkages. Northern New Caledonia was chequered by a spatially
stable political and ritual opposition between places identified as Hoot or Waap, linked
by incessant small-scale movement and far-flung, lasting ties of alliance and enmity,
marriage and exchange. Balade, Arama and Koumac were Waap while the islands to
the north were Hoot.74 Since Hoot-Waap relations did not involve conquest of territory,
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the Nenema returned to their islands after l’Alcmène’s departure and quickly resumed
their old ways.
L’Alcmène was an unlucky ship. Eleven men died at Yengheban; two drowned
in Hobart during a major refit; and sixteen perished in June 1851 after she was wrecked
in northwest New Zealand.75

The earlier disaster left an enduring cartographic

imprint—following Harcourt’s promise, the passage “discovered” to the west coast of
New Caledonia is named Canal Devarenne (Figure 11b).76 In subsequent colonial
memory, l’Alcmène’s “armed descent” did no more than “punish a few natives” by
“burning some villages” and destroying “annual cultivations.” Yet the episode helped
tip French official opinion towards annexation. The missionaries yearned to forestall
occupation by Protestant Britain. Harcourt wrote a positive report. Proust adjudged
the island’s climate, fertility, salubrity, and riches suitable for colonization by “a
civilized people.” Bérard could envisage no “more profitable” site for free and penal
colonization. With the “massacre” of French sailors and its equivocal retributory
aftermath providing further pretexts, France took possession of “New Caledonia and its
dependencies” in September 1853.77
There is a poignant footnote to this nexus of violent local agency, “punitive”
imperial reaction, Indigenous politics, and nascent colonialism.

In 1854, the

commander of le Prony launched another retaliatory expédition against the Nenema
when told at Balade that they had “massacred” and eaten a whaleboat’s crew. Finding
the crew alive on his return to the colonial headquarters at Port-de-France (later
Nouméa), the captain realized “painfully” that he had been “misled” and “his expedition
was not justified.” Du Bouzet, now governor of French Oceania and commandant of
New Caledonia, regretted that the Nenema were further “chastised” for something they
did not do. He consoled himself that they would not recognize the error, given their
history of “incessant attacks” on European boats. Though “inopportune,” the latest
expedition would have “a good effect.” Such was Bérard’s vaunted “justice of the
whites.”78

Conclusion
These isolated precolonial expeditions of naval reprisal, conducted beyond the margins
of empire, anticipate some recurrent characteristics of later, formally punitive colonial
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counterparts: operation beyond zones of effective imperial or colonial control; relative
ineffectiveness of professional European military forces; mainly material, rather than
direct human impact; poor practical cost-benefit ratio offset by some emotional and
psychological returns. They differ primarily in that the involvement of Indigenous
allies was adventitious, opportunistic and individualistic, whereas heavy reliance on
collective local support, often sealed by formal alliance, was a hallmark of colonial
punitive expeditions.79

This paper has investigated several naval expeditions in terms of affect, agency,
and ambiguous purpose, praxis, outcomes, and representation.

My retelling of

expeditionary stories is punctuated by coincidence and irony. Coincidences of timing
and location produced overlap and repetition in dramatis personae as human
movements accelerated in the globalizing Pacific.

The ambiguity of the noun

expédition, enabling my motif of military expéditions within exploratory expéditions,
is incidentally ironic. The uneven division of labour between the policeman Du PetitThouars and the man of science Dumont d’Urville ironically disrupts the veneer of
assumed homogeneity in imperial agendas.

Dumont d’Urville’s complacent

entrustment of his voice and dignity to the dubious interpretive skills of the “dangerous”
retaken deserter Simonet ironically juxtaposes class prejudice and pragmatism.80 His
at once patronizing and patriotic anticlericalism gives a deliciously ironic edge to the
unforeseen religious impact of his Fiji expedition.

Coincidence and irony coalesce in the ultimate fate of Bérard, who received an
official land grant of about 270 hectares near Port-de-France for an enterprise
employing more than a dozen Europeans, forty imported New Hebridean labourers, and
forty to fifty Kanak day workers. On 19 January 1857, Bérard, twelve Europeans and
fifteen New Hebrideans died in an attack ordered by expropriated Kanak chiefs.
Typically expedient, each Kanak worker singled out a chosen victim to kill “without
being exposed to a combat.”81 It is multiply ironic that Bérard should fall to the same
ploy used against the boat’s crew of l’Alcmène; that his body was similarly mutilated;82
and that Du Bouzet—whose Balade expedition Bérard had belittled—should oversee
the long repression of his killers. Contemporary Europeans, appalled by “savage”
propensity for sudden, unexpected, extremely violent, “barbarous acts,” used
predictable rhetoric to deplore the deaths of white men: this “frightful event,” “horrible
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catastrophe,” “cowardly murder,” was enacted by “betrayal” and “blackest perfidy,”
apparently due to Kanak “fear, assuredly very wrong, of seeing themselves
dispossessed of their lands without compensation.”

Subverting our collective theme, I suggest that the anticolonial Kanak operation
of 1857 itself be relabelled a punitive expedition, launched against an invader, his
associates and employees by chiefs who rightly “saw themselves dispossessed of their
lands.”83
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